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Abstract-. With the great development of cloud computing in recent years, the explosive increasing of image and 

text data, the mass of information storage, and the application demands for high availability of data, network 

backup is facing an unprecedented challenge. Image and text deduplication technology is proposed to reduce 

the storage space and costs. To protect the confidentiality of the image and text , the notion of convergent 

encryption has been proposed. In the deduplication system, the image and text will be encrypted/decrypted with 

a convergent encryption key which is derived by computing the hash value of the image content . It means that 

identical image copies will generate the same ciphertext, which used to check the duplicate image copy. 

Security analysis makes sure that this system is secure. 
Index Terms- Cloud Computing, Image Deduplication, Cloud Storage, Security 

 

                                                                                                     I.INTRODUCTION 

Ith s social media grows in popularity and use, people are posting, sharing, and sending data in record numbers. The majority of 

software apps, social media sites, and businesses utilise cloud services to store their massive amounts of data. Files with the 

same content might be uploaded by the same or different users, causing the system to store the same files again and over, wasting the 

relatively costly storage space purchased from cloud service providers. Existing cloud storage companies de-duplicate data to 

minimise wasting space, which benefits both themselves and their consumers. Deduplication may save backup storage requirements 

by up to 9095 percent [11] and regular file system storage requirements by up to 68 percent. Encrypting the same files with different 

keys entered by users results in the generation of different cypher messages, even though the underlying plain text is the same. 1 As a 

result, classical encryption fails in data de-duplication on encrypted files. However, encryption is expected to protect the security and 

secrecy of data. Previous de-duplication technologies, however, cannot guarantee the data's robustness. Furthermore, many 

de1duplication technologies require the data owner to all be brought online 1 in order to exchange a convergence key, therefore 

decryption cannot be performed just at time it is requested. Previous systems did not address storage server assaults and data retrieval 

in such attacks. In this research, 1 we propose a de-duplication method which is based on an erasure correction technique that splits 

the file into shards and distributes it over several cloud storage providers' servers. Even if only one of the servers is attacked by an 

intruder, the system can re-generate the original files using the remaining of repaired shards. Like a outcome, the system can guarantee 

the encrypted file's dependability and robustness. 

 

 

                                                                                            II . OVERVIEW  

 

Text and Image data It has to keep secure in a cloud server. Digital images have to be protected over the communication, 

however generally personal identification details like copies of pan card, Passport, ATM, etc., to store on one’s own pc. 

So, we are protecting the text file and image data for avoiding the duplication in our proposed system. emergence of cloud 

storage service, managing business/personal data via a cloud storage provider such as Dropbox, OneDrive and Google 

Drive has become a common option. 

To construct a system with all mentioned merits, a trivial solution is to simply combine all existing techniques. For 

instance, the leaders of the corporation release a document of regulation, all employees will download, learn and then 

store it under their own accounts. If cloud service providers choose one of these schemes as the core technique of the 

cloud system, additional independent modules must be deployed simultaneously in order to obtain functionalities 
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unrealized by the scheme. Then besides the significant increase on the storage, computation and communication cost, 

extra adjustment is needed for letting all modules collaborate as a whole. All interfaces and parameters should be correctly 

docked and all parameter 

 

 

                                

 
                                                                                  III .OBJECTIVE 

 
Encryption leverages advanced algorithms to encode the data making it meaningless to any user who does not have the key 

Authorized users leverage the key to decode the data transforming the concealed information back into a readable format. Then 

besides the significant increase on the storage, computation and communication cost, extra adjustment is needed for letting all 

modules collaborate as a whole. All interfaces and parameters should be correctly docked and all parameters should be well adjusted. 

                                           

 

                                                                                      IV.Proposed System 

 

 To The working of the proposed is based on the fact that the texts present in images have some unique features we use Following 

Module In proposed System . 

 Deduplication: For the Deduplication we use MD5 Algorithm. If deduplication Occur in file then we sent to user again and if file 

contain is not deduplication then store file. 

 Encryption: File contain is unique That time AES algorithm working and store file in encrypted format  

 Decryption: If user want or access file or download file in original format that time AES algorithm download file in decrypted 

format. 

 

                                                                                       V. ALGORITHM 

AES 

The AES algorithm (also known as the Rijndael algorithm) is a symmetrical block cipher algorithm that takes plain text  in blocks of 

128 bits and converts them to ciphertext using keys of 128, 192, and 256 bits. Since the AES algorithm is considered secure, it is in 

the worldwide standard. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric block cipher chosen by the U.S. government to 

protect classified information. AES is implemented in software and hardware throughout the world to encrypt sensitive data. It is 

essential for government computer security, cybersecurity and electronic data protection. 

MD5 

The MD5 message-digest algorithm is a cryptographically broken but still widely used hash function producing a 128- 

bit hash value. Although MD5 was initially designed to be used as a cryptographic hash function, it has been found to 

suffer from extensive vulnerabilities. 

 

                                                                                         VII. System Architecture 
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                                                                                                      VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we discussed that to avoid the duplication using the Encryption And decryption  method. And for the text 

uploading we are using three algorithm., For the uploading in the cloud system we are using the Structural Similarity AES 

Algorithm and the main purpose of the similarity index is to check the image quality such as luminance, contrast and structure, 

then it measures the similarity of two image. To store large amount of data with efficiency, to avoid the duplicate text and 

image we are using the encryption method . 

                                                                                        IX.OUTPUT 
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                      X. LITRATURE SURVEY 

[1] In this Paper “Secondary Encrypted Secure Transmission in Cognitive Radio Net- works” The Authors have Proposed Dawei 

Wang; Pinyi Ren; Qian Xu; Qinghe Du In order to secure the primary privacy information and provide quality- of-service provisioning 

for the secondary system, we propose a secondary encryption secure transmission scheme. In the proposed scheme, the primary system 

utilizes the secure secondary messages to encrypt the primary confidential messages and the secondary system can acquire some 

spectrum opportunities. Specifically, when the primary system is secure, the primary information can be directly transmitted; when the 

primary system is insecure while the secondary messages can be securely trans- mitted, the primary system utilizes the secure 

secondary messages to encrypt the primary information; otherwise, the spectrum will be utilized for secondary trans- mission. For the 

proposed scheme, we investigate the performances of the primary ergodic secrecy rate and the average secondary throughput. 

Numerical results have demonstrated that the secondary encryption secure transmission scheme can secure the primary privacy 

messages and improve the secondary transmission throughput. 

[2]  In this paper “3D-Playfair Encrypted Message Verification Technology “    The authors Wen-Chung Kuo; Wan-Hsuan Kao; 

Chun-Cheng Wang; Yu-Chih Huang have proposed that ,In the world of information development, the transmission of informa tion is 

much more convenient. However, the transmission process always faces the risk of being attacked, stolen and tampered, which leads 

to the doubt that the data source is incorrect. For this reason, some scholars proposed to protect important information in the form 

of passwords. Alok et al. Proposed 3D-Playfair Cipher with Message Integrity using MD5. This paper uses 3D-Playfair encryption 

for en cryption. However, simple 3D-playfair encryption cannot guarantee the integrity of data during transmission, so the author 

proposes Combined with MD5 to ensure the integrity of the data, but there are doubts about the credibility of the data source, so this 

paper uses XOR calculation methods to further verify the credibility of the data. When a man-in-the-middle attack is encountered, 

the attacker intercepts the packet And tampering with the data content can still accurately determine whether the source of the data is 

the original sender. This method guarantees the integrity of the data while improving the credibility of the data. 

 

[3] In this paper “3D-Playfair Encrypted Message Verification Technology “ 
The authors Wen-Chung Kuo; Wan-Hsuan Kao; Chun-Cheng Wang; Yu-Chih Huang have proposed that ,In the world of information 

development, the transmission of informa tion is much more convenient. However, the transmission process always faces the risk of 

being attacked, stolen and tampered, which leads to the doubt that the data source is incorrect. For this reason, some scholars 

proposed to protect important information in the form of passwords. Alok et al. Proposed 3D-Playfair Cipher with Message 

Integrity using MD5. This paper uses 3D-Playfair encryption for en cryption. However, simple 3D-playfair encryption cannot 

guarantee the integrity of data during transmission, so the author proposes Combined with MD5 to ensure the integrity of the data, but 

there are doubts about the credibility of the data source, so this paper uses XOR calculation methods to further verify the credibility 

of the data. When a man-in-the-middle attack is encountered, the attacker intercepts the packet And tampering with the data content 

can still accurately determine whether the source of the data is the original sender. This method guarantees the integrity of the data 

while improving the credibility of the data. 

[4] In this paper “Dual Protection on Message Transmission based on Chinese Remainder Theorem and Rivest Cipher 4”The Authors 

Kevin Ronaldo Cahyono; Christy Atika Sari; De Rosal Ignatius Moses    Setiadi; Eko Hari Rachmawanto Have Proposed that This 

research proposes a combination of dual protection on text messages transmission using Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) 

steganography and Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) encrypting method. This combination aims to optimize the performance of encryption and 

message insertion into an image. Security This message is done by encrypting text messages using RC4 first, then the results are 

embedded in the grayscale type container image with the CRT method. The evaluation standards that will be used in this research are 

Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM), and Character Error Rate 

(CER). MSE, PSNR and SSIM are used as a measure of the quality of stego images. To determine the performance of the proposed 

method, message insertion is carried out in three types of sizes, namely maximum payload, half payload and one quarter payload. While 

the CER is used to find out the results of decryption of text messages. The resulting CER value is 0, this indicates the message was 

extracted and decrypted perfectly. 
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